The design of a building is a collaborative process among experts from multiple disciplines. Using Building Information Modeling (BIM), a model is developed through multiple refinement stages to satisfy various design and engineering requirements. Such refinements of geometric and semantic information are described as levels of development (LOD). Thus far, there is no method to explicitly define an LOD's requirements nor to precisely specify the uncertainties involved. Furthermore, despite the insufficient information in the early design stages, a BIM model appears precise and certain, which can lead to false assumptions and model evaluations, for example, in the case of energy efficiency calculations or structural analyses. Hence, this paper presents a multi-LOD meta-model to explicitly describe an LOD's requirements, incorporating the potential fuzziness of both, geometric and semantic information of individual elements. The explicitly defined fuzziness can be taken into account when applying simulations or analyses for assessing the performance of different building design variants. To support the continuous elaboration of a building from the conceptual to the detailed design stages, the multi-LOD model makes it possible to ensure the consistency of the geometric and semantic information as well as the topological coherence across the different LODs. The feasibility of the approach is demonstrated by its prototypical implementation as a web-server and user-interface, providing a means for managing and checking the exchange requirements both at the meta-level and for concrete building model instances. The paper is concluded with a case study of a real-world construction project that demonstrates the use of the meta-model to support model analysis and the decision-making process.
an umbrella-term that describes a lack of knowledge or information, causing 134 the occurrence of an uncertain future state [25] . On the other hand, fuzzi-135 ness, as a synonym for vagueness, is related to a specific state of a specific 136 object, and it refers to having imprecise or inaccurate information [25, 26] .
137
In the context of Computer-aided design (CAD) modeling, Steinmann [7] 138 described fuzziness as the distance from the complete and exact description.
139
In this paper, uncertainty represents the unknown variables affecting de-140 sign variants and their fulfillment of the project's requirements and objec-141 tives. Accordingly, defining these variables can lead to fundamental changes 142 to the proposed design, like changing the overall building's shape, increasing 143 its height to add a new storey, or changing the internal spatial structure.
144
Fuzziness is related to the reliability of the building elements' attributes and 145 their refinement through the LODs, for example, the load-bearing compo- 
Level of Development (LOD)

148
The LOD concept is employed to describe the development of a digital 
152
In most approaches, the individual levels of development are described by Biljecki et al. [33] argue that five LODs are not enough to capture the 225 building model's development, as the information ambiguity is high. Thus, The Industry Foundation Classes (IFC) schema [40] is an open data ex- are widely adopted for structuring the building information. Each object in 276 the dictionary is identified by a Globally Unique ID (GUID) which makes 277 it computer-readable and independent from the object name and language
278
[44].
279
As the IFC data model is too large for software vendors to be fully imple- Accordingly, the building's overall space is estimated.
375
• BDL 3 : Information about the structural system, construction type, which leads to a definition of the internal spaces. In this level, the 383 percentage of the openings and an estimated load can be specified.
384
• BDL 5 : A more precise material, construction type, load, and layer 385 structure of building components is provided. The components can be 386 represented by solids that provide a detailed geometry description. earlier with some fuzziness.
462
In the example presented by Figure 4 , the position can be estimated from
463
LOD 100 with ±20% and it becomes more certain by incrementing the LOD.
464
From LOD 150, the dimensions can be estimated with ±20% and become property value * max fuzziness % property value * max fuzziness % property value lower limit upper limit probability lower limit upper limit probability property value property value * max fuzziness % property value * max fuzziness % (a) Triangular distribution property value * max fuzziness % property value * max fuzziness % property value lower limit upper limit probability lower limit upper limit probability property value property value * max fuzziness % property value * max fuzziness % (b) Uniform distribution to the left and another three to the right of the mean as illustrated in Figure   499 6. 
525
A component type LOD definition is produced out of two objects, geomet-526 ric and semantic requirements. Both requirements are explicitly described 527 in the form of properties, and at the same time, the geometric requirements 528 allow for the specification of the required geometry representation.
529
The properties are managed separately by means of grouping, the Prop- 
Consistency of BDLs
566
The design of the building model is developed through multiple BDLs.
567
As a subsequent BDL brings additional information, new challenges arise.
568
In some cases, overcoming these challenges requires the modification of pre- ed, number of holes), and feasibility of additional relationships. An important characteristic of the predicates is that they support reasoning about continuity-a temporal process between two regions must pass through the possible relationships in a well-defined way (for example, they can't go directly from being disconnected to identical). Although the most general RCC theories are undecidable, tractable subsets suitable for various domains have been identified and applied to applications ranging from GIS to visual programming languages.
In addition to topological relationships, QSR researchers have also studied other key qualitative aspects of spatial objects, such as size and shape, and relationships, such as orientation and distance. A full review of these representations is beyond the scope of this article (see, for example, Cohn and Hazarika [2001] ). Shape representations typically go beyond pure topology to specify some amount of geometric information, such as convex-concave portions of a boundary, and use multiscale representations similar to those described in the next section. Uncertainty in shape can be handled with coupled RCC-like predicates specifying an object's certain interior and uncertain exterior. Distance, orientation, and size can be represented relatively, for example, indicating order-of-magnitude relationships and rules for combining them (for example, distances sum when oriented properly). Of particular interest is that these representations must often bring in some amount of metric information to make significant inference possible.
In fact, Forbus, Nielsen, and Faltings (1991) hypothesized that some metric information is necessary in general for QSR. More precisely, the poverty conjecture states that "there is no problem-independent, purely qualitative representation of space or shape." Purely qualitative means essentially that no detailed metric information supporting perceptual-like processing is available. Problem independence means that the representation must be general-a small set of spatial objects constrained to only specific interactions in a specific domain might indeed admit a purely qualitative representation, but this representation might then break down with the addition or modification of a single part.
To balance the tension between qualitativeness and generality, the metric diagram/place vocabulary (MD/PV) theory (Forbus, Nielsen, and Faltings 1991) takes a hybrid approach, linking metric information supporting quantitative queries with sets of special qualitatively important entities (places) in a domain. For example, in the analysis of clock mechanisms (Forbus, Nielsen, and Faltings 1991), the place vocabulary is computed for pairs of interacting parts, which are specified with CAD-like metric diagrams that can determine such interactions. This approach addresses a key concern in qualitative reasoning-ensuring the appropriateness of a choice of qualitative vocabulary because the place vocabulary is computed for a specific problem. It also ensures tight coupling between qualitative and quantitative aspects of the reasoning. In an approach that is similar at a high level, although different in application details, the spatial semantic hierarchy (Kuipers 2000; Kuipers and Levitt 1988) discovers "interesting" locations in the construction of mappings between topological and metric maps for robot navigation.
Qualitative physical fields (Lundell 1996) capture spatially distributed qualitative parameters; that is, each spatial region consists of a uniformly valued qualitative feature. For example, a model of heating might describe regions as being warm or cold as well as regions that are sunny or shaded. Note that as opposed to pairwise interactions, this representation is, at its very heart, continuous. This representation supports reasoning about spatiotemporal processes in an extension of qualitative process theory (Forbus 1984) . To continue the example, a qualitative heat flow would be established between topologically adjacent regions of different qualitative temperature (from warm to cold). This heat flow would establish Table 1 ). Most importantly, the eight relations illustrated in 
Relation
Interpretation Definition of R(x, y) DC(x, y)
x is disconnected from y ¬C(x, y) P(x, y)
x is a part of y ∀z[C(z, x) → C(z, y)] PP(x, y)
x is a proper part of y P(x, y) ∧ ¬P(x, y) EQ(x, y)
x is identical with y P(y, x) ∧ P(y, needs to at least conform to the information defined at the previous BDL. (physical elements and spaces), see Figure 13 . We define two BDLs as being 608 consistent iff:
609
• The topological network of the objects and spaces at BDL x is topolog-610 ically equivalent to the network at BDL y (explanation follows).
611
• If there is a refinement relationship between components a ∈ BDL x 612 and b ∈ BDL y , for all components b holds: their position and size 613 is contained (in the sense of T P P , N T P P , or EQ of RCC8) in the 614 geometric representation of a.
615
• If there is a refinement relationship between components a ∈ BDL x 
Approach
620
To validate the consistency of two BDLs, multiple checks are conducted.
621
To perform these checks, fundamental knowledge about the spatial relation- Figure 11: Pre-processing: matching components based on their position and dimensions, in this example, the wall at BDL 3 is matched with a more refined wall that has additional layers, openings, and multiple windows at BDL 5
Topological consistency
First, the overall model's topological relationships are investigated. As 633 changing the position and dimensions is allowed within a ± fuzziness value,
634
it is possible that a change results in a critical modification of the build-635 ing's topology as illustrated in Figure 12 . 
673
• Storey space (Space01 + Space02): wall01, wall02, wall03, wall04
674
• Space01: wall01, wall02, wall03, wall06, column01, wall05
675
• Space02: wall01, wall04, wall03, wall06, column01, wall05 Next, the extracted cycles from both BDLs are compared for equivalency.
691
In this context, the mapped components from the pre-processing step are re-692 placed by the original component. In this example, wall01.1, column01.1, and wall01.2 are replaced by wall01, and this is also the case for wall03.
694
As a result, finding the exact cycles of BDL 4 as part of the BDL 5 cy-
695
cles is guaranteed in case their topology is consistently refined. Finally, the 696 relationships' correctness of the mapped components is investigated; if one 697 wall is refined into two walls with openings, then the connections and voids 698 relationships need to be assigned accordingly. 
716
In terms of semantic information, the consistency is checked based on its 717 type. Semantics can have diverse types and meanings, including material lay-718 ers, openings percentage, fire rating, thermal transmittance, and much more.
719
Therefore, making sense of this information is a prerequisite for checking its LODs.
723
The data-model explicitly defines the property type in addition to the 724 fuzziness type and percentage, which yields a formal specification of the ex- ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- Consistency Check: -specific main material is assigned from the same classification -LOD 150 thermal transmittance is within ± fuzziness
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Geometric
Available:
-fixed: main material -thermal transmittance ± fuzziness -layers material (classification)
Consistency Check: -specific main material is assigned -LOD 200 thermal transmittance is within ± fuzziness
-fixed: main material / layers material /thermal transmittance Consistency Check: -specific main material is assigned -specific layers material is assigned from the same classification -thermal transmittance is within ± fuzziness this group, such as Brick, Earthenware, and Terracotta, should be assigned. user-friendly way to define disciplines, levels of development, property sets, 735 component types, and building development levels.
736
The webserver alleviates the disciplines' collaboration by centralizing the 737 storage of exchange requirements and building models' information and pro-738 viding web-service access for all modeling, simulation, and analysis tools. The main concept is that every discipline is capable of defining its own 743 property sets and then assigning particular properties to a specific component 744 type's LOD. The property sets' management screen is demonstrated in Figure   745 16. A property set can have sub-sets in order to minimize the properties' 746 redundancy. Additionally, a property is assignable to multiple disciplines.
747
Afterwards, the properties are assigned to an LOD at the component 748 types' screen. Figure 17 shows the component details screen for an Exter- To improve the usability and increase the data integrity, the buildingS- 
792
To assist in checking the building models' completeness and consistency 793 beforehand, the generated mvdXML rules can check the IFC models locally Building position and become more accurate by including the more precise information.
875
With the building model in BDL 2, multiple concepts were proposed. ratio to 25% and 50%, and dividing the building into two and three storeys.
879
The simulation results act as a weighting approach for the potential fuzziness, i.e. they shed a light on which attributes have the greatest influence on the 881 evaluation results compared to the others, which improves the designer's 882 awareness and the quality of the decisions made.
883
At BDL 4, the interior structure, including the rooms' division and usage, to the previous design, the analyses need to be repeated. 
927
To enable the precise specification of a BDL/LOD content, a multi-LOD 
